Localization within the space in front of an observer can be specified along two orthogonal physical dimensions: elevation ('up', 'down') and horizontal ('left','right'). For the erect observer, these correspond to egocentric dimensions along the long and short axes of the body, respectively. However, when subjects are rolled-to-horizontal (lying on their sides), the correspondence between the physical and egocentric dimensions is reversed. Employing egocentric coordinates, localization can be referred to a central perceptual point-visually perceived eye level (VPEL) along the long axis of the body, and visually perceived straight ahead (VPSA) along the short axis of the body. In the present experiment, measurements of VPEL and of VPSA were made on each of eight subjects who were either erect or rolled-to-horizontal while monocularly viewing a long 2-line stimulus (two parallel, 64°-long lines separated by 50°) in otherwise complete darkness that was centered on the eye of the observer and was tilted out of the frontoparallel plane by a variable amount and direction (from − 30°to +30°in 10°steps). The stimulus tilt was either around an axis through the center of the two eyes (pitch; VPEL was measured) or around the long axis of the body that passed through the center of the viewing eye (yaw; VPSA was measured). Large variations in the localization settings were measured that were systematic with stimulus tilt. The slopes of the functions plouing the deviations from veridicality against the orientation of the 2-line stimulus ('induction functions') were larger for the rolled-to-horizontal observer than for the erect observer for both VPEL and VPSA, and for a given body orientation were larger for the VPEL discrimination than for the VPSA discrimination; the influences of body orientation in physical space and the direction of the discrimination relative to the body were lineraly additive. Both the y-intercepts of the induction functions and the central perceptual point measured in complete darkness were lower when the norm setting by the subject was along the vertical than when it was along the horizontal; this held for both the VPEL and VPSA discriminations. The systematic effects of body orientation on the slopes and of line orientation on the y-intercepts and dark values result from an effect of gravity on the settings and fit well to a general principle: any departure from erect posture increases the induction effects of the visual stimulus. The effect of gravity is consistent with the effect of gravity in previous work in high-g environments with the VPEL discrimination.
Introduction
Spatial localization of objects in a visual environment occurs countless times in our daily activity. While accurate localization by an observer of a single visual object relative to other visual objects ('object-relative localization') could be accomplished with information from only the visual field, localization relative to the observer ('egocentric localization') requires that the observer possess information regarding both the visual field and the observer's own orientation. Although complete specification of location of a visual object in three-dimensional space involves both the visually perceived direction and distance of the object, in the present report, we shall only be concerned with visual direction. Under normal conditions, an observer is able to localize the elevation of a visual object with respect to eye level ('up' or'down') and the object's horizontal location with respect to his/her median plane ('left' or'right') with considerable accuracy and precision. These neutral points within the two dimensions needed to specify visual direction, generally referred to as norms (Howard, 1982 Matin, 1986 , are measured by settings of visually perceived eye level (VPEL) and visually perceived straight ahead (VPSA), respectively. Specifying the location of an object relative to both VPEL and VPSA is sufficient for the observer to localize the perceived visual direction of the object egocentrically. It is well known that egocentric spatial localization is susceptible to influences from both the visual environment (Purkinje, 1820; Mach, 1875; Koffka, 1935; Asch & Witkin, 1948a,b; Witkin, 1949; and gravity (Graybiel, 1952; Schö ne, 1964; Cohen, 1973; Bischof, 1974; Lackner, 1976; Mittelstaedt, 1988) . Two examples: Witkin and Asch (1948b) found that an erect subject in the presence of a roll-tilted luminous frame in an otherwise dark room would generally tilt a rod in the same direction as the visual field for it to appear vertical; Niven, Whiteside, and Graybiel (1963) found that a stationary visual target in darkness appears to rise when gravitational forces are increased along a subject's z-axis.
Several recent studies (Matin & Fox, 1986 , 1992a , b, 1994a , b, c, 1995a , b, 1999 , 2000 Stoper & Cohen, 1989; Raphel & Barraud, 1994; Robison, Li, & Matin, 1995; Raphel, Barraud, Koessler, & Cian, 1996; Poquin, Ohlmann, & Barraud, 1998) have reported a linear relationship between the magnitude of the pitch of a large visual field and the elevation of VPEL. Here, as in other measurements of egocentric localization, clear signs of the influence of the body-referenced mechanism are also found.
1 Deviations of VPEL from true eye level may average between about 0.3 and 0.6 times the angle of visual pitch over the pitch range that has been examined from −40°(top of the visual field turned away from the observer) to +30°(top of the visual field turned towards the observer). The fact that the slope of the VPEL-vs.-pitch function ('induction function') is less than +1.00 along with the facts that VPEL in complete darkness typically does not deviate by more than about 6°from true eye level and that the y-intercept of the induction function is strongly correlated with the dark value across individual observers (MacDougall, 1903; Hoppeler, 1913; Sharp, 1934; Matin et al., 1982; Matin, 1986; Stoper & Cohen, 1986; Matin & Fox, 1986 has been of central importance in providing a basis for suggesting that the determination of VPEL in the presence of a pitched visual field is not a consequence of the visual field alone, but of the linear weighted combination of influences from the visual field and from a body-referenced mechanism:
where k v and k B are weights for the visual influence, V, and the influence of the body-referenced mechanism, B, respectively, with k v + k B = 1; V 0 and B 0 are idiosyncratic biasing constants for V and B, respectively. (Matin & Fox, 1989; Matin & Li, 1992a) . Although developed with V, B, and VPEL as scalar quantities, it was also noted that they could be treated as vectors but that the two formulations yielded treatments of the available results that were indistinguishable (Matin & Fox, 1989) . Subsequent experimental and theoretical analyses have revealed that pitched-from-vertical lines on the surface facing an erect subject supply the major visual influence on VPEL, and that horizontal lines on the pitched frontal surface contribute only a small influence. One or two pitched-from-vertical lines are sufficient to yield effects on VPEL that are only slightly smaller than those with a fully structured, illuminated, pitched room (Matin & Li, 1992a ,b, 1994a . The evidence that this relationship between the visual field influence and the body-referenced mechanism holds for VPEL motivated Li and Matin (1995) to extend investigation of the influence of the visual field on egocentric localization to VPSA. Additional motivation for extending the work to VPSA derives from the fact that experimentally paralyzed observers make comparable gaze-dependent errors of VPEL and VPSA, and, for these subjects, both discriminations are similarly modified by the presence of a normally illuminated, structured visual field (Matin et al., 1982; Matin, Stevens, & Picoult, 1983) . The similarity between the geometrical relations of the consequences to the retinal image produced by 90°rotation of a visual field around horizontal and vertical axes within the frontoparallel plane suggested that similar consequences might be found for VPEL and VPSA measured on normal observers by these visual field rotations. However, such is not the case. Using a 2-line or 4-line horizontal stimulus, Li and Matin (1995) have shown that changes in the slant of the visual field (rotation around a vertical axis in the plane containing the multiline stimulus) failed to produce changes of VPSA comparable to the changes in elevation of VPEL by erect observers that 1 The term 'body-referenced mechanism' was introduced (Matin & Fox, 1989) to refer to the combination of all extraretinal influences on VPEL [including extraretinal eye position information (EEPI), extraretinal head orientation information, including information regarding the head relative to the body and the head relative to gravity (EHOI), other effects of gravity on the body, pressure cues from the surfaces of the body, joint receptors, and the vestibular organ]; it includes in addition the basic local sign information from the target employed to measure VPEL itself.
are produced by a pitched-from-vertical 2-line stimulus. Four things that could provide the basis for the difference were suggested: (1) the different spatial relations of gravity to the vertical and horizontal induction lines (parallel or perpendicular), (2) the different spatial relations of gravity to the dimensions of variation of the test target during norm setting (parallel or perpendicular), (3) the possibility that extraretinal eye position information (EEPI) for horizontal eye position may be more resistant to visual field-induced misregistration than EEPI for vertical eye position, and (4) the existence of different spatial relations of VPEL and of VPSA to the bilaterally symmetric structure of the body.
In order to separate these possibilities, we have carried out a set of experiments in which measurements of the settings relative to eye level and to the median plane of the viewing eye were each made with erect observers and with the rolled-to-horizontal observers (lying on his/her side). 2 We reasoned that if the spatial relation between the direction of gravity and the orientation of the induction lines and/or the physical direction of the variation of the test target was the sole basis for the difference, then when an observer lies on his/her side, the discriminations in the vertical and horizontal dimensions should remain unchanged with the change in body orientation. However, if the entire basis for the difference between the susceptibility of VPEL and Fig. 1 . Sketch of four experimental conditions. (a) Pitched-From-Vertical Lines/Erect Observer. The erect observer set a small red target to appear at his/her eye level (VPEL E ) while viewing a pitched-from-vertical 2-line visual field. (b) Yawed Horizontal Lines/Erect Observer. The erect observer set the red target to appear at his/her straight ahead (VPSA E ) while viewing a yawed horizontal 2-line visual field. (c) Yawed-from-Vertical lines/Rolled-to-Horizontal Observer. The rolledto-horizontal (lying on side) observer set the red target to appear at his/her straight ahead (VPSA H ) while viewing a yawed-from-vertical 2-line visual field. (d) Pitched Horizontal Lines/Rolled-to-Horizontal Observer. The rolled-to-horizontal (lying on side) observer set the red target to appear at his/her eye level (VPEL H ) while viewing a pitched horizontal 2-ine visual field. In each of the four conditions, the visual field was set at each of seven different angles of pitch or yaw (from −30°to 30°, in 10°steps). The visual field was in total darkness with the exception of the 2-line stimulus and the target employed for the psychophysical setting; the wedges shown in the figures here are intended as visual aids to the reader only. 2 The description in the previous paragraph may have alerted the reader to some problems regarding terminology that involves relations between coordinate systems and norms: VPEL and VPSA are norms that we have, up to now, employed to refer to visual directions from the eye of an erect observer measured relative to the physical dimension of elevation and to the horizontal physical dimension, respectively. However, although the median plane contains the dimension of elevation when the observer is erect, when the observer lies on his/her side, the median plane is horizontal, and experimental manipulation of the location of a target within the observer's median plane along a line of intersection between the median and frontoparallel planes is necessary for a setting relative to the observer that is like that employed for the VPEL setting when the observer is erect. But, such a setting of the visual target is a result of variation along the physical horizontal and not variation of physical elevation; a similar complication exists regarding VPSA. Two choices must be made regarding the use of coordinates: retain the relation to the body or to physical space for the discriminations (VPEL, VPSA); retain the relation to the body or to physical space for the physical dimensions of variation (pitch, yaw) . No combination of choices results in completely trouble free communication; even our present choice has resulted in usage that requires uncomfortably expanded definitional statements for some of the things that require discussion. Although physical coordinates throughout would appear to be the simplest and most sensible choice, if only because it has the advantage of treating stimulus manipulations as independent of the subject or of the subject's response, there are several reasons for referencing both the dimensions for the discriminations and the dimensions of stimulus variation to coordinates that rotate with the body in addition to referencing the orientation of the body to physical space ( Fig. 1) : the terms 'straight ahead' and VPSA have become entrenched in the literature to refer to settings of a visual target relative to the median plane of the observer. Additional constraints arise from the identity of alignment directions for the 2-line stimulus employed in the present experiments with the direction of experimental variation of the target set to the norm, and from the fact that once a choice has been made for the reference system for the VPEL and VPSA discriminations it dictates that the identical choice be made for the reference frame for the physical stimulus; any arrangement that mixes physical and egocentric reference frames for both the task and the stimulus lines makes descriptions of comparisons between the different discriminations extraordinarily wordy and adds confusion. Moreover, the analysis of the experimental results yields a clear picture if body-centered coordinates are employed for describing the orientation of the stimulus ('visual pitch' and 'visual yaw' relative to the body) along with the body-centered coordinates for the two discriminations [visually perceived eye level, median plane ('straight ahead' settings)]. The reader is warned, though, that some of the problems that have resulted from our choices are that 'pitched-from-vertical' lines for the erect subject refers to the identical line orientations of the 2-line stimulus in physical space as 'yawed-from-vertical' lines for the rolled-to-horizontal subject, and that 'yawed horizontal' lines for the erect subject refers to the identical physical line orientations as 'pitched horizontal' lines for the rolled-to-horizontal subject. Legislation standardizing terminology to remove the difficulties may seem desirable. But, where such legislation has been attempted in other fields at the interface between physics and perception, such as color vision, its success is debatable. For a humorous but accurate summary of some of the consequences of legislating the use of the term 'intensity' in color vision, see Cornsweet (1970) (ftn. 2, p.6).
VPSA to induction by lines depends on some aspects of neural processing that relates to differences between the two dimensions of the body such as the presence or absence of bilateral symmetry, then the two discriminations made by the observer on his/her side should be interchanged, with induced changes along the horizontal dimension (now an eye level setting) becoming greater than the induced changes along the vertical dimension (now a median plane setting).
We will employ subscripts to aid in identifying our four discriminations 2 : VPEL E and VPSA E will be employed for the erect observer to refer to settings to eye level and to the median plane of the viewing eye, respectively ( Fig. 1) , substituting for the unsubscripted terms employed above; for the rolled-to-horizontal observer, VPEL H will be employed for the setting of the target along the horizontal dimension to appear at eye level, and VPSA H will be employed for the setting of the elevation of the target along the physical dimension of elevation so as to appear within the median plane. VPEL H and VPSA H thus retain the relation of the unsubscripted terms to the orientation of the body, but not to physical space. It will also be necessary to modify and generalize the terms 'pitch' and 'slant' for the rolled-to-horizontal observer; thus, we will employ the term 'visual pitch' to refer to rotation around an axis in space that either contains, or is parallel to, the line through the nodal points of the two eyes of the subject; 'visual yaw' will refer to rotation around an axis that lies at the intersection between a frontal plane and midsagittal plane through the subject's viewing eye (the body's 'z-axis'); these axes thus are attached to, and rotate with, the body, and the terms 'visual pitch' and 'visual yaw' change their relation with respect to physical space when the subject's body is rotated.
Methods

Stimulus display
The visual display that was viewed by the subject was a 2-line stimulus consisting of two parallel strips of phosphorescent tape that had received a brief exposure (2 min) to normal room illumination prior to each experimental run. This display was monocularly viewed in otherwise total darkness with the exception of the small laser target that was used for the settings to the norms. Each strip was 144 cm× 0.2 cm (66°by 5.6% visual angle for the viewing distance of 1 m that was used for all conditions) with a luminance of 0.01 ml (EG&G photometer-radiometer 550) and was attached to the central section of a separate plastic bar that was painted flat black and was itself attached to one of two similarly modified freestanding blackboards (154 cm× 104 cm) by means of velcro. One of the blackboards was employed for presentation of the pitched-from-vertical stimuli; the second blackboard was employed for presentation of the yawed-from-frontal stimuli. When the blackboard was erect, the two phosphorescent strips were in either of two orientations: 1. The strips extended vertically, with one located 25°t o the left and the other 25°to the right of the viewing eye of the subject. The line connecting the midpoints of the two parallel vertical stimulus lines was in the horizontal plane that contained the center of the viewing eye. Thus, for the erect subject, the straight line containing the midpoints of the stimulus lines was at true eye level; for the rolled-to-horizontal subject, the center of the viewing eye was at the same point in space, and the straight line containing the midpoints of the stimulus lines was in the median plane of the subject's viewing eye. 2. The two strips extended horizontally, with one located 25°above and the second 25°below the horizontal plane containing the center of the viewing eye of the subject. For the erect subject, the line containing the midpoints of the two stimulus lines was vertical and was in the median plane of the viewing eye; for the rolled-to-horizontal subject, the center of the viewing eye was at the same point in space, and the straight line containing the midpoints of the two stimulus lines was in a transverse plane of the viewing eye. A small, circular red test target was presented midway between the two stimulus lines. This target was the backprojected, optically attenuated image of a 0.5 mW He -Ne laser (10% of visual angle in diameter). The laser was mounted horizontally on a vertical track and was attached to a mobile relay rack by a rack and pinion system. The laser's horizontal beam was itself completely invisible under all conditions. The experimenter was able to adjust the elevation of the laser-generated target by moving the laser along the vertical track or the horizontal location of the target's projection on the blackboard by rotating the laser around a vertical axis according to the experimental condition and subject's task.
Experimental conditions
Each of the four discriminations was measured on each of eight subjects. Viewing was monocular (right eye) in all cases; the left eye was covered by an eye patch. During the VPEL E and VPSA E sessions the subject sat on a stool facing the visual display, with his/her head position stabilized by a chinrest. During the VPEL H and VPSA H sessions, the subject lay on his/her left side on an elevated couch facing the visual display (true eye level was set to the same physical height as for the erect subject); the frontal plane of the body was set parallel to the display in its erect orienta-tion; the head was raised and firmly but comfortably cushioned so that its z-axis was horizontal (the axis containing the centers of the two eyes was erect); employing a visual criterion, the experimenter then aligned the midfrontal plane of the head so as to be parallel with that of the body, as was the case for the erect subject.
VPEL E pitched-from-6ertical lines/erect obser6er
The visual field consisted of the pitched-from-vertical 2-line stimulus and the test target. The subject's task was to set the test target to appear at his/her eye level while viewing the 2-line visual field set at each of seven different angles of pitch (Fig. 1a) . The seven pitches were − 10°, − 20°, and −30°'topbackward' (top of the visual field backward), 0°(erect), 10°, 20°, and 30°' topforward'. The horizontal axis for pitch rotation was in the frontoparallel plane of the subject at the level of the eye; this axis resulted from the following operations: when the blackboard was erect, it was set at 1 m from the viewing eye of the subject with the midpoint of the two vertical lines at true eye level; when the board was pitched, its location was adjusted so that its distance was 1 m, as measured on the plane that was normal to the board and passed through the subject's eye; each of the two lines was then moved up or down so its midpoint also intersected the normal plane.
VPSA E : yawed horizontal lines/erect obser6er
The visual field consisted of the horizontal 2-line stimulus and test target in darkness (Fig. 1b) . The subject's task was to set the test target to appear at his/her straight ahead within the horizontal dimension while viewing the 2-line stimulus set at each of seven different angles. The seven yaws were − 10°, −20°, and − 30°leftforward (rotated counterclockwise around the z-axis through the subject's viewing eye), 0°( frontoparallel), 10°, 20°, and 30°rightforward. The axis of rotation for yaw was vertical, and the center of rotation passed through the subject's eye; this axis was attained by a set of operations that were similar (but 90°-rotated) to those employed in setting the pitch of the stimulus for the VPEL E measurements: for each yaw angle, in order to set the yaw angle, the experimenter first rotated the blackboard around a vertical axis that was fixed at the middle of the blackboard; its distance to the eye was reset to 1 m, measured within the normal plane; then each of the two lines was moved rightward or leftward in the plane of the board to the location at which the midpoint of the lines intersected the normal plane.
VPSA H : yawed-from-6ertical lines/rolled-to-horizontal obser6er
With the subject lying on his/her left side on an elevated couch, the visual field consisted of the vertical 2-line stimulus and test target in darkness (Fig. 1c) . The vertical 2-line stimulus was in the frontoparallel plane of the subject when the yaw was set at 0°. The same seven angles of visual yaw (from − 30°to + 30°in 10°s teps) as those employed in the VPEL E measurements were used. Settings of yaw by the experimenter were made exactly as for the VPEL E settings so as to maintain the axis of rotation at the eye of the subject. For measurements of VPSA H , the target's physical height was varied, and the subject's task was to set it to appear 'straight ahead'; a veridical setting in this case would have placed the elevation of the target within the subject's horizontal sagittal plane containing the viewing eye.
VPEL H : pitched horizontal lines/rolled-to-horizontal obser6er
With the subject lying on his/her left side on an elevated couch, the visual field consisted of the horizontal 2-line stimulus and test target in darkness. The horizontal 2-line stimulus was in the frontoparallel plane of the subject when the pitch was set at 0°. The same seven angles of visual pitch (from − 30°to +30°i n 10°steps) as those employed in the VPSA E measurements were used.
Settings of pitch by the experimenter were made exactly as for the VPSA E settings so as to maintain the axis of rotation at the eye of the subject. For measurements of VPEL H , the target's horizontal location was varied along a line midway between the two stimulus lines, and the subject's task was to set it to appear at his/her eye level (i.e. it fell on a line of visual direction that appeared perpendicular to an erect frontoparallel plane of his/her body).
For brevity, we will often refer to all orientations of the pitched-from-vertical 2-line stimuli employed for measuring VPEL E in Section 2.2.1 (Fig. 1a ) and all yawed-from-vertical stimuli employed for measuring VPSA H in Section 2.2.3 (Fig. 1c) by the generic term 'vertical induction lines'; similarly, all stimuli in Section 2.2.2 ( Fig. 1b) and Section 2.2.4 ( Fig. 1d ) will be referred to as 'horizontal induction lines'.
Procedure
The same procedure was followed for all four major conditions; the four were randomly ordered separately for each subject. All measurements on a given subject with a given one of the four major conditions (body orientation× stimulus orientation) were made in a single session. Four measurements were made at one of the seven angles of orientation of the 2-line stimulus before proceeding to a different one. The seven angles were run in a separate random order for each of the eight subjects. In addition to the settings with the 2-line stimulus, four settings were also made with the field in total darkness at the beginning and end of each of the four sessions.
A method of adjustment with hunting was employed for the norm setting. For the VPEL E and VPSA H measurements, a trial began with the subject's eyes closed. The experimenter set the laser target either far above or far below the region of uncertainty and instructed the subject to open his/her eyes, fixate the target, and report whether the target needed to be moved up or down in order to appear at the norm. The subject immediately closed his/her eyes, whereupon the experimenter reset the elevation of the target by a variable amount and instructed the subject to open his/her eyes again and report on the elevation of the target relative to VPEL again. This sequence was repeated until the subject indicated that the target was at the norm. For VPSA E and VPEL H , the horizontal position of the laser-generated target was manipulated by the experimenter instead of its elevation.
Subjects
Eight subjects were employed in the experiments. Three of these subjects were the authors; two were Columbia University undergraduates familiar with the psychophysical procedures but naïve regarding the purpose of the experiments; the remaining three subjects were completely naïve with regard to both the procedures and the purpose of the experiments.
Results
VPEL E : pitched-from-6ertical lines/erect obser6er
The arithmetic mean of the settings of the eight subjects in the VPEL E condition increased linearly with the angle of pitch of the pitched-from-vertical 2-line stimulus, with the slope of the least-squares best-fitting straight line equal to 0.50 (Fig. 2a) , and the straight-line fit accounting for 99.4% of the variance of the mean values. Although the range of individual slopes extends from + 0.28 to + 0.69, each of the individual functions increases linearly with the angle of visual pitch (Fig.  2b) ; the y-intercepts of the best fitting lines for individual subjects ranged from − 4.54°to + 1.17°with an average value of −2.85°. Both the VPEL values and their related standard deviations for individual subjects and for the mean values of eight subjects are shown in Table 1 . The linearity and magnitude of these results are consistent with previous studies employing the pitched-from-vertical 2-line stimulus (Matin & Li, Fig. 2 . VPEL E , the elevation of visually perceived eye level for the erect subject, plotted as a function of the visual pitch of the pitched-from-vertical 2-line stimulus. The dark values are displayed at zero on the abscissa. The solid diagonal line is the best fitting straight line. The average values for the eight subjects are displayed in (a). The equation in (a) represents the best-fitting straight line to the average results; the additive and multiplying constants are the y-intercept and slope, respectively. The measurements for each of the eight subjects are plotted in a separate panel in (b). 1992a, 1994a; . Four of these subjects (LF, AD, WL, LM) have been subjects in previous experiments in which VPEL E and VPSA E measurements were made; as we have frequently observed in our previous experiments with other subjects, the level of their individual VPEL measurements and the slopes of each of their individual VPEL-vs.-pitch functions are very reproducible.
VPSA E : yawed horizontal lines/erect obser6er
The arithmetic mean of the VPSA E settings for the eight subjects are plotted against the angle of yaw of the horizontal 2-line visual field in Fig. 3a ; individual subjects' results are displayed separately in Fig. 3b and listed in Table 1 . The slope and y-intercept value for the best fitting straight line for the average data were Table 1 Average settings for each of the eight subjects at each of the seven orientations of the 2-line stimulus in each of the four main conditions The slope and intercept in the two right-hand columns are the constants of the least-squares best-fitting straight line to the results in the same row for the seven orientations. Dark values were for measurements made at the beginning and end of the experimental session ('before', 'after'). Each standard deviation (S.D.) for each individual with the 2-line visual field is the average of seven SDs, one for each of the seven orientations computed separately; each average S.D. listed for the dark field for each subject is the average of the S.D. for the 'Before' trials and the S.D. for the 'Ater' trials. + 0.22 and +2.47°, respectively; the straight line accounts for 91.6% of the variance of the mean values. We will discuss later our reasons for separating the results of the eight subjects into two groups and treating the two groups separately (see Section 4.3.1). This is particularly pertinent for the VPSA E discrimination. Here, we merely describe the separation and the difference in results between the two groups: For five of the eight subjects, the change in visual yaw failed to produce any significant linear change in VPSA E , replicating the results of Li and Matin (1995) under slightly different conditions than those employed in the present experiments. For these five subjects, the individual slopes of the best-fitting straight lines ranged from + 0.00 to + 0.10 with an average of +0.05 (the average slope in Li and Matin's previous results was + 0.04 with a range from + 0.01 to + 0.07 for five subjects). The y-intercepts of the best fitting lines for these five subjects ranged from + 0.22°to + 5.70°.
For the remaining three subjects, the change in visual yaw did produce a significant linear change in VPSA E ; the r 2 values for these best-fitting straight lines were all greater than 0.83, with P B0.05 (df= 6). Individual values for the slopes of the best-fitting straight lines were + 0.29, + 0.48, and + 0.77 (average + 0.51). The y-intercepts of the best fitting line were − 0.87°, + 2.9°, and + 3.05°.
VPSA H : yawed-from-6ertical lines/rolled-to-horizontal obser6er
The arithmetic mean of the VPSA H settings for the eight subjects are plotted against the angle of yaw of the yawed-from-vertical 2-line visual field in Fig. 4a ; individual subjects' results are displayed separately in Fig. 4b and listed in Table 1 . The slope and y-intercept value for the best fitting straight line for the average data were + 0.57 and −1.15°, respectively, with the linear relation accounting for 99.5% of the variance. VPEL H changed linearly with visual pitch. The slopes of the best-fitting straight lines ranged between +0.38 and + 0.76 for the eight subjects. The y-intercepts for the best fitting straight lines ranged from − 4.37°to +4.64°and averaged − 1.02°.
VPEL H : pitched horizontal lines/rolled-to-horizontal obser6er
The arithmetic means of the VPEL H settings for the eight subjects are plotted against the angle of pitch of the horizontal 2-line visual field in Fig. 5a ; individual subjects' results are displayed separately in Fig. 5b and listed in Table 1 . The slope and y-intercept value for the best fitting straight line for the average data were + 0.72 and +1.17°, respectively, with the linear relation accounting for 99.5% of the variance. The slopes of the best-fitting straight lines ranged between + 0.50 and +0.89 for the eight subjects. The y-intercepts for the best fitting straight lines ranged from −2.75°to + 6.73°and averaged + 1.36°.
Response 6ariability
The average standard deviations (S.D.) of the measurements are listed separately for the seven orientations of the 2-line visual field and for the measurements in total darkness for each subject for each of the four discriminations in Table 1 . These S.D.s were subjected to a three-way analysis of variance and subsequent additional individual comparisons. As has been repeatedly reported in previous work with VPEL E alone, the S.D.s are significantly larger in darkness than in the presence of the visual field (about a 20% difference), a difference that held here for the VPSA setting as well as for the VPEL setting (P B 0.01), with no significant difference in the magnitude of the effect between VPEL and VPSA. In addition, there is an increase in S.D. for the rolled-to-horizontal observer over that for the erect observer (P B 0.01), similar to the increase in variability reported for other discriminations for non-erect subjects over variability for erect subjects (Witkin & Asch, 1948a, table II, p. 606; Witkin, 1949; Mittelstaedt, 1988) . The increase in S.D. in darkness over that present with the visual field is greater for the rolled-to-horizontal observer than for the erect observer (P B 0.02); these differences held equally for the VPEL and VPSA settings.
Consistency among subjects for the four stimulus conditions
The relative sensitivity of a subject to variation in the orientation of the induction stimulus in a given one of the four conditions compared to the sensitivity of other subjects is simply obtained from an ordering of the slopes of the eight subjects. The consistency of a subject's relative sensitivity across the four conditions can be measured by assigning a rank corresponding to the order, and measuring the extent to which the rank ordering of the eight subjects are in agreement. Kendall's coefficient of concordance indicates a high degree of consistency of a subject's susceptibility to influence from the visual field across the four experimental conditions (W = 0.644; 2 =15.45, df= 3, PB 0.01). This consistency across the two different orientations and two different discriminations is analogous to the earliest reports of individual consistency regarding sensitivity to visual induction across different conditions involving the discrimination of the orientation of the vertical in Witkin's work Witkin, 1949) ; the magnitude of consistency we measure is of the same order as the r values reported in Witkin's work.
Discussion
The discussion of the main results is organized into two main sections: Section 4.1 examines the slopes of the induction functions and demonstrates that the slope magnitude is influenced by two factors: the first factor is the orientation of the body relative to gravity (i.e. the long axis of the body parallel or perpendicular to gravity); the second factor is the orientation of the dimension of test target variation relative to the body (i.e. parallel to the long axis of the body for VPEL, perpendicular to the long axis of the body for VPSA). Section 4.2 examines two measures for each of the four discriminations: the y-intercept of the induction function and the dark value. Although the slopes of the induction functions are not consistently related to the orientation of the 2-line stimulus relative to gravity or to the orientation of the dimension of test target variation relative to gravity, the y-intercepts and the dark values are.
Slopes of the induction functions
The average slope of the induction function is larger for the VPEL setting than for the VPSA setting for both orientations of the subject (Table 1; Figs. 2-5): + 0.50 vs. +0.22 for the erect subject (VPEL E vs. VPSA E ), + 0.72 vs. + 0.57 for the rolled-to-horizontal subject (VPEL H vs. VPSA H ). This difference in the magnitude of the visual influence on the eye level and median plane discriminations may be viewed directly in Fig. 6a and b , where the average values of VPEL and VPSA for corresponding magnitudes of the orientations of the visual stimulus are plotted against each other; the slopes of 2.05 and 1.25 in the two panels indicate 105% and 25% increases in influence of the lines on the eye level setting relative to the influence on the median plane setting for the erect subjects and rolled-to-horizontal subjects, respectively. The smaller induction function slope for the VPSA discrimination for both the erect and rolled-to-horizontal subjects indicates a basis connected with some aspect of the difference between the body's long and short axes such as the presence of bilateral symmetry along the long axis or some difference in the susceptibility to misregistration of EEPI in the two directions relative to the body.
By forming two other comparisons among the slopes for the four discriminations the effect of body orientation in physical space is separated out and we find that the effect of the induction stimulus is greater for the rolled-to-horizontal subject than for the erect subject, and that this difference holds separately for the VPEL discrimination and for the VPSA discrimination. Thus, the average slope of the norm setting plotted against the orientation of the visual stimulus is larger for the rolled-to-horizontal subject than for the erect subject ( Figs. 4 and 3) . This difference in the magnitude of the visual influence may be viewed directly in Fig. 7a where the mean VPEL H value for the eight subjects is plotted against the mean VPEL E for each of the seven angles of pitch, and in Fig. 7b where the mean VPSA H value for the eight subjects is plotted against the mean VPSA E for each of the seven angles of visual yaw. The slopes of 1.45 and 2.40 in the two panels indicate 45% and 140% increases in influence of the lines for the rolled-to-horizontal subject relative to the influence on the erect subject. The strength and linearity of these relationships are indicated by the fact that the percentages of the variance accounted for by the straight line fits are 98% and 94% for the VPEL and VPSA results in Fig. 7a and b, respectively. These slope differences indicate that the relation of the orientation of the body relative to gravity played a significant role in the discrimination.
The above results are summarized in Fig. 8 , where the values of the slopes of the four induction functions are plotted against body orientation on the abscissa with the discrimination task as parameter. Since the increases in the slope of the induction function with change of body orientation from vertical to rolled-tohorizontal and the increases with change of the discrimination from VPSA to VPEL are both significant, whereas the small difference in orientation of the two lines connecting the data points in Fig. 8 is not significant (no interaction), we may conclude that the effects of the two main variables-body orientation and the orientation of the dimension within which the discrimination was made-combine additively. (Significance and insignificance here refer to the outcome of a twoway analysis of variance carried out on the slopes plotted in Fig. 8 ; the criterion employed is P B0.01).
These results provide support for the view expressed in Eq. (1) that the combined actions of the visual induction stimulus and the body-referenced mechanism are responsible for the norm settings. The influence of each of the two factors contains separate significant Fig. 7 . Each panel plots the average value of a norm at each stimulus setting against the average value of the same norm at the corresponding stimulus setting for the subject at two different body orientations; averages are for the eight subjects. Panel (a) plots the eye level settings for the rolled-to-horizontal subject against those for the erect subject (VPEL H vs. VPEL E ). Panel (b) plots the median plane ('straight ahead') settings for the rolled-to-horizontal observer against those for the erect observer (VPSA H vs VPSA E ). The equation for the best-fitting straight line is plotted in each panel along with the line of best fit itself (solid diagonal line); the equation represents that bestfitting line. implications: The difference between erect and rolledto-horizontal subjects suggests a significant contribution of gravity to the body-referenced mechanism. As noted above, the median plane/eye level difference in susceptibility to the visual field indicates a difference in the processing of the egocentric norm based on either (a) differences related to the long and short axes of the body such as the presence of bilateral symmetry along the long axis or (b) differences in the susceptibility to visual field-induced misregistration of EEPI in the two directions relative to the body.
Thus, the slopes of the induction functions demonstrate the significant contributions of two of the four possible bases that had been suggested in Section 1 for the earlier finding that for the erect subject, variation of the pitch of pitched-from-vertical lines had a large influence on VPEL, whereas the variation of the yaw of horizontal lines had a very small effect on VPSA; these two are: (1) the body orientation relative to gravity (erect, rolled-to-horizontal) , and (2) the orientation relative to the body of the dimension along which the perceptual discrimination is made (parallel or perpendicular to the body's long axis). These same results also allow us to rule out the two remaining suggestions as general explanations. These are: (1) the different spatial relations of gravity to the physically vertical and horizontal induction lines and (2) the different spatial relations of gravity to the physical dimensions of variation of the test target during norm setting. Although the vertical lines/vertical test target variation conditions have nearly the same influence on both discriminations (VPEL E , VPSA H ), the horizontal lines/horizontal test target variation conditions (VPSA E , VPEL H ) have widely different influences (Fig. 8) . Furthermore, although the eye-level discrimination is more influenced by the horizontal lines/horizontal test target variation, the median plane discrimination is more influenced by the vertical lines/vertical test target variation (Fig. 8) . Thus, induction line orientation/test target variation of direction does not provide a consistent basis for explaining the difference in the visual influence's ability to modulate the two dimensions of egocentric localization. It is worth noting that the two bases that do contribute to the discrimination are centered on relations to the body of gravity and of the discrimination dimension, whereas the two bases that have been ruled out are centered on relations between the same physical variables independently of body orientation. This conclusion, then, is entirely fitting for space perception that is egocentric.
y-intercepts of the induction functions and the dark 6alues
As described in Section 1, previous work on the VPEL discrimination of the erect subject has supported the view that the elevation of VPEL E is determined by a weighted average of the influences from the visual field and the body-referenced mechanism (Matin & Fox, 1989; Matin & Li, 1994a) . Since the dark VPEL E is itself solely determined by the body-referenced mechanism, the linear relation across subjects of the dark VPEL E with VPEL E for the erect visual induction field (well illuminated field or 2-line pitched-from-vertical field) had suggested that the body-referenced mechanism is a significant contributor to VPEL E in the visual field as well. The linear relation is also clear in the present results (Fig. 9a) where the correlation across subjects between VPEL E values against the erect 2-line visual field and in the dark is + 0.91 (PB 0.01). In the present experiment, additional evidence supports the involvement of the body-referenced mechanism in the setting of the egocentric norm: a similarly large linear relation is also present in the results for the other discrimination involving vertical induction lines (Fig.   Fig. 8 . Value of the slope of the induction line function plotted against body orientation for each of the four discriminations: VPEL E and VPEL H for the eye-level discrimination for the erect and rolledto-horizontal subjects, respectively (filled points); VPSA E and VPSA H for the median plane ('straight ahead') discrimination for the erect and rolled-to-horizontal subjects, respectively (unfilled points). The slope values are the multiplicative constants in the equations in Figs. 2, 5, 3 and 4, respectively, and are also listed in Table 1 . Fig. 9 . Norm for the erect orientation of the visual field plotted against the value measured in darkness showing the two cases in which the discrimination is made along the vertical dimension: VPEL E in (a), VPSA H in (b); each point in a given panel is for a different subject. The best-fitting straight line in each panel is shown as a solid diagonal line and represented by the equation. The value of r is the Pearson product-moment correlation; both r values are significant at the 0.01 level. Fig. 10 . Dark values (circles), and y-intercepts of the induction line functions (squares) plotted against the orientation of the dimension of variation of the test target during the measurements (vertical, horizontal) for each of the four norms. For target variation along the vertical, the subjects were erect for the VPEL E discrimination and rolled-to-horizontal for the VPSA H discrimination, and the 2-line stimuli were pitched-from-vertical and yawed-from-vertical, respectively. For target variation along the horizontal, the subjects were erect for the VPSA E discrimination and rolled-to-horizontal for the VPEL H discrimination, and the 2-line stimuli were yawed horizontal and pitched horizontal, respectively.
These effects are pulled out more directly in Fig. 10 , where both the norm settings in darkness and the y-intercepts of the induction functions are plotted against the orientation of the direction of variation of the test stimulus for measuring the norm (same dimension as the orientation of the 2-line induction stimulus). The values in Fig. 10 for the two discriminations that involved the vertical induction lines (VPEL E , VPSA H ) fall below the values for the same discriminations for which the lines lie along the horizontal (VPEL E , VPSA E ). The dark values in Fig. 10 are measured in the absence of the visual field, and these results again point to a difference based on alignment or orthogonality relative to gravity that does not depend on the lines themselves. In each case, then, the measure is lower when the discrimination is in the direction of gravity than when it is made orthogonal to gravity. [As determined from a separate two-way analysis of variance for the measurements of the dark value and y-intercept of the induction line function in Fig. 10 , the difference between the ordinate values for horizontal and vertical orientation in each panel is significant (PB 0.01), although the differences between the VPEL and VPSA discriminations are insignificant in Fig. 10 ]. Thus, although the design of the segment of the experiment with the 2-line stimuli present does not allow us to separate the variation of line orientation (vertical, horizontal) from the influence of the direction of variation of the stimulus employed for the discrimination (vertical, horizontal), the identical lowering effect on the norm in total darkness where the direction of stimulus variation for the discrimination is aligned with the direction of gravity without the presence of the lines indicates that it is the direction of the discrimination itself that produces the lowering of the norm here and not the alignment of the 2-line stimulus with the direction of gravity per se.
These results regarding the influence of alignment of the task with gravity's direction are entirely consistent with previous results for VPEL in 1g and high-g environments. Fig. 11 displays the present average results along with the average results from previous experiments in which eight erect subjects viewed a pitchedfrom-vertical 2-line stimulus in a normal 1g environment (Matin & Li, 1992a) , and the average results from two experiments in high-g environments (DiZio, Li, Lackner, & Matin, 1997; Chelette, Li, Esken, & Matin, 1995) . Both the slopes and the y-intercepts of the induction functions in Fig. 11a and b appear to follow negatively accelerating decreasing functions that are approaching asymptotes at the higher g values. The norm settings in the dark shown in Fig.  10 are part of a similar negatively accelerated decreasing function that extends to the high-g results. The dark values in high-g in the earlier work (Graybiel, 1952; Correia, Hixson, & Niven, 1968; Cohen, 1973; Lackner 9b) , where the correlation across subjects between the VPSA H in the presence of the vertical inducing stimulus and in the dark is r = +0.86 (P B0.01).The existence of the relation for both norms with vertical induction lines along with a lack of significant positive relation for the discriminations involving horizontal induction lines (not displayed) suggests that the segment of the body-referenced mechanism responsible for the effect is the direction of the discrimination relative to the direction of gravity.
The present experiment, involving measurements of two norms that are differently related to the axes of the body and two different body orientations, provides several lines of still further support for the involvement of gravity: The large magnitudes of the y-intercept in Fig. 6a and b (−7.91 and + 2.58, respectively) both indicate that the norm was lower for the vertical induction lines (VPEL E in Fig. 6a ; VPSA H in Fig. 6b ) than it was when the 2-line stimulus was horizontal. A similar result holds for the comparison in Fig. 7a and b where the y-intercepts are +5.48 and −6.91, respectively. These values mean that for the condition at which VPEL E would equal zero, VPEL H lies at +5.48; for the condition at which VPSA E equals zero, VPSA H equals − 6.91. But, the action of gravity lies along the dimensions of variation of the targets for VPEL E and VPSA H and orthogonal to the dimensions of variation of the target for VPEL H and VPSA E ; thus, both differences indicate that if the dimension along which the discrimination is made is collinear with the direction of gravity, the norm is lower than if the discrimination direction is perpendicular to the direction of gravity. & Graybiel, 1978) have been referred to as the 'elevator illusion' and interpreted as reflecting otolith response alone or in combination with neck proprioception. The zero g values on the abscissa refer to the rolled-to-horizontal condition of the present experiments; although 1g was present, its direction of action was perpendicular to both the orientation of the long axis of the body of the subject and, more importantly, perpendicular to the direction of the discrimination and also to the orientation of the 2-line stimulus, which itself was horizontal throughout its variation relative to the frontoparallel plane of the rolled-to-horizontal subject.
Criteria for the discriminations and other bases for the norm settings
4.3.1. Considerations regarding straight ahead shift Li and Matin (1995) reported that for each of five erect subjects variation in VPSA E was negligible under variation of the slant (yaw) of a long 2-line or 4-line horizontal stimulus (the slope of the induction function for VPSA E was approximately zero). This was replicated for five subjects in the present experiments (Fig.  3) . But the slopes of the VPSA E induction functions for three other subjects were substantial with slopes of +0.29, + 0.48, and + 0.77. While we are not able to explain the differences conclusively, we suggest several factors that are likely to provide part of the explanation.
Some differences between the stimulus arrangements in the two experiments are central: In the present experiment, the visual inducing stimulus for VPSA E was rotated around a vertical axis through the subject's viewing eye with viewing distance maintained at 1 m (see 2.2.2); in the earlier experiment , the vertical axis containing the center of rotation for the VPSA E measurements was at the intersection between the median plane through the subject's viewing eye and the normal to the frontoparallel plane at 1 m from the subject's eye. The essentials of this difference may be represented by adding a translation to the stimulus in the previous experiment in order to reproduce the stimulus in the present experiment (Fig. 12) . Thus, the stimulus in the present experiment is asymmetrical relative to the median plane, with the normal from the stimulus to the viewing eye decentered by an angular amount equal to the magnitude of the yaw but remaining at the horizontal center of the stimulus; whereas, in the previous experiment, although the normal is moved by the same angular amount, it is not centered in the stimulus but is eccentrically located on the stimulus by an amount that increases with stimulus yaw. A contingent aspect of this difference is a small change in foreshortening along the horizontal extent of the stimulus that increased with yaw in the previous experiment that does not exist in the stimulus employed in the present experiments where the convergence between the two lines in the retinal image is symmetrical around the normal.
There is an interesting history in the literature regarding the importance of the above stimulus differences, which suggests that two different effects on perception may be involved. They are: (1) Asymmetry around the median plane of a visual stimulus viewed in darkness results in a displacement of VPSA E in the direction of the asymmetrical shift of the center of the Values plotted at 0 g were the present measurements with the rolled-to-horizontal subjects lying on their sides (VPEL H ). Measurements under high-g conditions were made in human centrifuges -the Graybiel Spatial Orientation Laboratory at Brandeis University (DiZio et al., 1997) and the Dynamic Environment Simulator at the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (Chelette et al., 1995) ; the 1 g measurements in the 1992 experiment by Matin and Li were in the pitchroom at the Visual Science Laboratory at Columbia University. All measurements were made with the field of view consisting of the long, bilaterally symmetric, 2-line, pitched-from-vertical visual stimulus (lengths within a few degrees at most of 66°visual angle) with a 50°horizontal separation between the two lines; with the exception of the 2-line field of view and the small target employed to measure VPEL E , the visual field was in total darkness throughout all experiments. Fig. 12 . Each sketch displays a horizontal plane through the erect observer's eye and the erect surface M that lies in the observer's frontoparallel plane and contains the 2-line stimulus that is bilaterally symmetric with respect to the median plane of the eye (represented by OP). The sketch in (a) represents the stimulus change in the present experiment; the sketch in (b) represents the stimulus change in the earlier experiment . In addition to the original configuration, M is also shown in (a) after it is rotated around a vertical axis through O (the nodal point of the observer's monocularly viewing eye) to a position M% that deviates from M by the angle of rotation, h. In addition to the original configuration, M is also shown in (b) after it is first rotated by the angle a around a vertical axis through point P in the plane M to position 1 and then translated to M¦, which lies at a distance from O (measured along the normal N%) that is equal to the distance measured along N. Rotation around the vertical axis through the eye of the observer in (a) leaves N intersecting the same location on M% as it did on M and viewing distance along N% equal to the original distance along N. However, rotation around the axis P in the stimulus plane (as in (b)) results in a displacement of the normal, N, from its central position on M and a reduction of the viewing distance along the normal so that the translation is required to reset viewing distance to make OP¦=OP= OP%. [Note that P% in (a) and P¦ in (b) are the same point in physical space.] would be conducive to a straight ahead shift; the other five subejcts with small slopes had previously participated in experiments on egocentric space perception and, for this reason alone, are less likely to have confused the two possible criteria.
Thus, we suggest that the symmetrical location of the normal in the stimulus plane in our present experiments (a condition not present in the earlier experiments) in combination with the difference in subjects' experience could have produced some confusion between criteria that led to the sizeable slopes for VPSA E by the inexperienced subjects.
Extraretinal bases for the norm settings
Although the visual influence is generally the dominating factor in norm settings (VPEL and VPSA) in environments in which a visual field is present, any reasonable consideration of what is involved in setting an egocentric perceptual norm must deal with the involvement of the body-referenced mechanism. The discussion above has emphasized extracting the influence of gravity; however, gravity is not the sole basis for the influence of the body-referenced mechanism-that is, the total nonvisual influence -on the setting of egocentric norms. If it were, removing gravity's influence should eliminate any ability of the observer to make an eye level setting in darkness; the VPEL H settings in darkness would have been randomly related to true eye level. However, the average value of the dark VPEL H in Fig. 5 and the individual values in Table 1 are only a few degrees away from true eye level, and the increase of response variability in total darkness, while significant, is small (B 1°). [For related reasons Mittelstaedt (1988) inferred the operation of an 'idiotropic vector', a construct essentially equivalent to the body referenced mechanism with the influence of gravity removed.] The extraretinal information regarding eye position (EEPI) is of particular importance here, for, without EEPI, there would be no way by which an observer could relate the orientation of the visual stimulus to the orientation of the head-and-body. Thus, for example, different elevations of the image on the retina that result from a given stimulus elevation when the eye is raised or lowered could not be separated from the different retinal elevations that result from different elevations of the distal stimulus for a given eye position, and the generation of a VPEL or VPSA setting by an observer could not be uniquely established; an eye position signal-EEPI -must provide the mediating link. The major significance of the EEPI linkage for space constancy is indicated in experiments that demonstrate that VPEL E remains essentially invariant with systematic experimental variation of the horizontal and vertical position of the eye in the orbit Matin & Li, 1995a) and that when the extrocular muscles are weakened by curare in otherwise stimulus (Dietzel, 1924; Roelofs, 1935; Bruell & Albee, 1955) ; in those experiments, only stimulus translation within a frontoparallel plane was involved so that the normal to the visual field remained within the median plane. (2) When subjects are requested to set a visual target to the median plane of the body while viewing a yawed visual field, the deviation of the subject's setting from the median plane toward the center of the rotated visual field may occur because of some tendencies for people to confuse the two criteria (median plane of the body, center of the rotated visual field) and/or because of failure of the instructions to separately identify the two possible criteria. Harris (1974) has described a number of phenomena that appear to fit this interpretation and labeled them as cases of 'a straight ahead shift'. Related to these matters is the fact that in our experiments, the three individuals with sizeable slopes were the only subjects who had no prior experience in experiments on perception, and, although they were requested to set the target to lie within the median plane of their bodies, they were not specifically instructed regarding the difference between the median plane and the center of the stimulus-a condition that normal individuals, errors systematic with eye position in both VPEL and VPSA are measured in darkness and in matching the horizontal location of a light to a sound in darkness and in the presence of a normally oriented and structured visual field (Matin et al., 1982; Matin et al., 1983) . Statements similar to those regarding EEPI could be made regarding the orientation of the head relative to the body Matin & Li, 1995a) .
Our analysis of the main results above led us to conclude that the orientation of the body relative to gravity is a significant basis for several of the main aspects of the present results: (a) the slopes of the induction functions are larger for the conditions in which the body is rolled-to-horizontal than when the body is erect (Fig. 8) ; (b) When the orientation of the dimension of the discrimination is horizontal the norm settings in darkness and the y-intercepts of the induction functions are uniformly raised by about 4°from their values in the comparable discrimination along the vertical (Fig. 10) . Additional support for the view that the orientation of the body relative to gravity makes a significant contribution to the norm discriminations lies in the fact that in darkness the variability of the discrimination for the rolled-to-horizontal observer was nearly two times greater than the variability of the discrimination for the erect observer (Table 1) .
The influence of gravity on the egocentric perception of space has been inferred in a number of earlier reports from findings that the influence of the visual field is greater for subjects for whom the long orientation of the head or head-and-body is not parallel to the direction of gravity's action (i.e. departs from 'erect') than it is for erect subjects. In those reports, the increased influence of the visual field has been employed ipso facto as the basis for inferring a reduced effect of gravity as in a 'zero-sum' arrangement. The classical results on this aspect of matters were for settings of the orientation of a line to appear either vertical or horizontal while viewing a stationary, square frame, rolltilted 22°counterclockwise in darkness: the errors were larger when the seated subjects were themselves rolltilted 24°either clockwise or counterclockwise (19.4°m ean error) than when they were erect (14.9°error); all errors in the numerous measurements were in the direction of the frame's roll-tilt . Similar inferences have been drawn from experiments with moving inducing stimuli: (a) the maximum effect on the perceived vertical from a very slowly rotating striped visual field was associated with roll-tilts of the body between 60°and 90°off-vertical (Bischof & Scheerer, 1970) . (b) When the head is aligned with the z-axis of the body, errors in aligning a line with the body's z-axis were increased when the subjects viewed a rotating stripe-lined cone from a supine position (on their backs) relative to the errors for the erect subjects; in addition, for both supine and erect subjects, the errors were larger when the subjects' heads were rolltilted than when they were aligned with the z-axis (Parker, Poston, & Gulledge, 1983) . Influences on the perception of vection (self-motion) associated with a moving display in the peripheral visual field also were found to be larger when observers were rolled to a 90°o rientation or were inverted than when they were upright (Young, Oman, & Dichgans, 1975) .
The significant influence of body orientation in generating both the differences in the slopes of the induction functions and the differences in variability in total darkness has led us to consider the otolith organ as a significant determiner of these differences, as has been previously suggested (Schö ne, 1964; Miller & Graybiel, 1966; Correia, Hixson, & Niven, 1968; Cohen, 1973 Cohen, , 1981 Raphel & Barraud, 1994) . For the erect observer, variation of shearing forces on the utricular membrane has been considered by these workers as the most significant basis for variation of the effects measured with variation of the gravitoinertial force and with variation of head orientation. In our experiments, the change in the discrimination with the change in body orientation essentially interchanges the orientations of the utricle and the saccule relative to gravity. We suggest that the psychophysical change could have resulted from (a) having changed the direction of the shearing force on the utricle to a direction that produced a smaller utricular response, and/or (b) having rotated the saccule to an orientation at which its contribution provides the major input to the perceptual response with sensitivity to shear less than that of the utricle in the erect subject. These speculations will require more direct measurements of the otolith organ and further measurements of the relation between physiological and perceptual functions.
